Statute Monitoring
Reduce risk as regulators increase focus on how you collect time-barred debts
Improve your organization’s Statute of Limitations workflow through Statute
Monitoring — an automated solution to identify accounts that are approaching or are
already out of statute.
We provide real-time status on accounts and the ability to see accounts approaching
statute date so you can determine potential actions.

Expire Status

Medal
1-Platinum

Near

2-Gold
3-Silver
4-Bronze

Count
128
2,001
1,811
1,851
1,835
7,626

Avg Days to Expire
44
46
46
45
47
46

Principle Assigned
$30,641
$1,322,766
$575,211
$394,623
$248,820
$2,572,063

About Intelitech
The Intelitech Group has been a premiere analytics and consulting provider in the ARM industry for
over 20 years. Our work has empowered hundreds of organizations to work smarter using operational
consulting, machine learning, and actionable data. We optimize work efforts, improve consumer reach,
and avoid risk while evaluating and benchmarking performance.

Statute Monitoring

Reduce Complexity
Are you still manually tracking
your accounts’ statute status? Let
the system apply the complex
rules by State for you, freeing up
your time and avoiding errors.

Gain Greater Insight

“

“I see so much capability with your
data and tools. To make it even
better is the knowledge you have
to make it all work. Thank you very
much for working to make our
company and industry better!”

Gain peace of mind by always
knowing an account’s status.

Chris Dunkum | CEO
First Collection Services
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Our dynamic monitoring solution
will keep you up-to-date with any
changes that may occur to an
account’s statute status.

Statute
Monitoring
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The Complexity Problem
of applying different state
laws accurately for collecting
time-barred debt through
automation
The Transparency Problem
of knowing the time-barred
status of your inventory by
medal and which clients list
accounts that are already
time-barred through
reporting
The Timeliness Problem of
responding to changes in the
laws through participating in
our community
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Statute Monitoring Solves:
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Ready to learn more?
(360) 260-9780
www.intelitechgroup.com
solutions@intelitechgroup.com
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